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ABSTRACT

ln this study several features of tracheal sound were studied in order to estimate

flow f¡om t¡acheal sound. These features included the average power of tracheal sound

(P*"), the envelope of the fiÍÌh level coefficient of the wavelet transform of the tracheal

sound signal (8,5) and f,*, f^"o,, and fp"ot of tracheal sound spectrum. The relationship

between flow and these feahrres were studied considering a few models for each feature.

Then, the better model representing the relationship between flow and a particular feature

was selected for flow estimation. Parametric methods in addition to nonparametric

methods including adaptive filters and Neural Networks were used for flow estimation.

The least error for flow estimation with parametric methods, which was 9+ 3 o/o and

10+ 4 yo for inspiration and expiration respectively, was obtained using exponential

model describing P^o and flow relationship. considering nonparametric methods, the

estimation error was the least for the third order adaptive filter which was 10+ 3 o% a¡d

71+ 4 % for inspiration and expiration respectively. The input of this filter was again the

average power of the tÍacheal sound. Therefore, in a sense, these two techniques were

similar in their model.

The effect of aging on model parameters for f^* and po," was investigated

considering second-degree poll,nomial model for.f,* and exponential model for po"". The

results showed a conside¡able shift ofl,,, toward lower ffequencies with age. However,

the¡e was not a conclusive result for describing the relationship between age and pou".
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTIOI\

l.l MOTIVATION

Relationship between respiratory sound and flow has always been of great interest

for physicians and researchers due to its diagnostic applications. One of the important

investigation areas of respiratory sounds concerns the relationship between respiratory

sounds and flow. Respiratory sounds are measured by either accelerometers or

microphones. Respiratory flow ìs normally measured either by direct means (using

pneumotachograph or nasal carutulae connected to pressure transducer (Figure 1.1)) or by

indirect means (detecting chest and/or abdominal movements), which is often called

respiratory effort. Figure 1.2 shows a detailed suflrmary of these methods lTar.:ant et al.,

19971.

Figure 1 .1 . Spirometry devices: pneumotachograph (left) and nasal cannulae (right)

some of these methods are used together to lessen the inaccuracy of the measu¡ement. A

combination ofnasal cannulae con¡ected to a pressure transducer along with chest and/or



abdominal respiratory movement detection is known as the best method for flow

measurement in swallowing and respiration studies [Tanalt et al., 19971.

Rçspiratory fl ow measuremenJ,/'
É/

Airflow measurement

/
-Oral
-Nasal
-Nasal and Oral
Commonly measured by:

Standard Pneumotochograph
Nasal pipe/Tubing/Cannule
Connected ¿o Pressure transducer

Res¡iratory effort measurement
./\

- Chest 
Í \- 

Body movement
- Abdomen Detectors

Commonly measured by:

Impedance plethysmo graphy
Strain gauge plethysmography
Respiratory inductance plethysmography

Figure 1.2. A summary of methods for flow measurement.

Many of flow measurement methods, although adequate for respiration monitoring

in apnea studies, are less useful in swallowing and feeding assessments fTarrant et al.,

19971. Also, application of these techniques to young children or patients with

newological impairments is a challenge, as they usually do not cooperate during signal

recording. The situation is worse when working with patients with physical deformities

and poor postural control [Moussavi et a1.,2000]. There have been attempts to replace

the cumbersome flow measurement techniques by estimating it tluough tracheal sounds

[Moussavi et a\.,2000; Yap & Moussavi, 2002; Que et d1.,20021. The goal of rhìs thesis

was to continue that line of research and investigate flow-sound relationship thoroughly

in order to develop a robust method for flow estimation from tracheal respiratory sound.



1.2 BA.CKGROUND

The primary function of the respiratory system is to supply the blood with oxygen

in order for the blood to deliver oxygen to all parts of the body. The respiratory system

does this through breathing. When we breathe, we inhale oxygen and exhale carbon

dioxide. This exchange ofgases is the respiratory system's means of getting oxygen to the

blood. Respiration is achieved through the mouth, nose, trachea, lungs, and diaphragrn.

Oxygen enters the respiratory system through the mouth and the nose. It then passes

through the larynx and trachea, which enters the chest cavity. In the chest cavity, the

trachea splits into two smalier tubes called the bronchi. Each bronchus then divides again

forming the bronchial tubes. The bronchial tubes lead directly into the lungs where they

divide into many smaller tubes, which connect to tiûy sacs called alveoii. The anatomy of

respiratory system is shown in Figure 1.3.

Fronhl slnus
NâËêI

Hard

Höetr¡l
üral

goft trälåte
PhËryfr¡(

Edglott¡*
Ëeophqgue

Tlachea

Figure 1.3. Anatomy of the respiratory system.



The breathing sounds ¡ecorded on the neck at the suprastemal notch over the

extrathoracic trachea, are called tracheal sounds. T¡acheal sound signal is relatively large

in amplitude; and its spectrum covers a frequency range from less than 100 Hz to more

than 1500 Hz, with a sharp attenuation in energy above cutoff flequency of

approximately 800 Hz [Gavriely et al., 1981]. Tracheal sound has clearly separate phases

and is directly ¡elated to respiratory flow [Gavriely et al., 1996]. The placement of

sensors over the hachea is relatively easy with least interference from body hair,

garments, etc.

Tracheal sound is mainly generated by turbulent offlow in upper airways, including

pharynx, glottis, and subglottic regions. Sound pressure waves within the airway gas and

airway wall motion cause the vibrations that reach the neck surface, where tracheal

sounds are recorded. Because there are various sound sources in the upper airways and

the sensor at the neck is relatively in short distance and there is no interposition of lung

tìssue, tracheal sounds are often known as a more pure and less filtered breath sound

[Pasterkamp et al., 19971.

since the invention of rae¡'?ec's stethoscope in 1817, physicians use this instrument

as a routine tool to listen to respiratory sounds for clinical diagnosis. However,

auscultation with a stethoscope has many limitations. Diagnosis with stethoscope is a

subjective perception by individual physician. Also stethoscopes do not provide a

fiequency-independent transmission of sounds. Rather, they amplifiT frequencies below

1I2Hz and attenuate higher frequencies fÃbellaet at., 1992].

Respiratory sound analysis has seen a major imovation in recent years, as modem

technology and digital signal processing techniques present immense advantages for



capturing, storage, analysis and communication of respiratory sounds. Over the last

decades, researches have found relationships between respiratory sounds and diseases

such as asthma, obstructive sieep apnea, respiratory infections, swelling, maiformations

and tumors [Bohadana et al., 1994; AvitaI et al., 1988; Hida et al., 1988; Pasterkamp er

al., t996; Rietveld & Rijssenbeek-Nouwens, 1998; Sanna et al., 1997; Y onemara et al.,

1993]. Also many researchers have studied the relationship of tracheal sound and flow to

airway geometry and anatomical properties ofrespìratory tract [Brancatisano et al., 1983;

Sanchez & Pasterkamp, 1993; Haçer et al., 20031. Some effort has been done to

computationally model the anatomy of the respiratory tract to investigate its acoustical

behavior and to know more about sound transmission a¡d reflection measurements [Van

Den Berg, 1960; Ishizaka et a1.,1976; Fredberg, 1978; Nemerovskii, 1980; Jackson et al.,

1989; Hudde & Slatky, 1989; Wodicka et al., 1989; Harper et a1.,2001,20031. Tracheal

sound measurement provides valuable and in many cases unique information about

respiratory health and disease. Apnea (usually defined to be a cessation ofbreathing of i0

seconds or more) monitoring by simple acoustical detection of tracheal sounds is an

application that has been successfully applied [Krumpe & Cummiskey, i980; East, 1985;

Sanna e¡ al., l99l; Beckerman et ø1., 19821. Narrowing below the glottis can also be

investigated by analysis ofhacheal sound [Pasterkamp et a1.,1997;Hida et al., 1988]. kI

some studies tracheal sound has been used for classiffing healthy individuals from

patients with pulmonary disease [Mussel et al., 1990; Ieon et al., 1999]. For instance, it

was found that the fiequency ofpeak amplitude and mea¡ frequency of the breath sound

spectra of patients were higher than those of healthy subjects [Mussel el al., 1990).

Monitoring of tracheal respiratory sounds has been recognized as a way of diagnosing



nocturnal respiratory dysrhythmias [Sanna et al., 19911. Diagnosis of spontaneous cough

in asthma fiom the results of continuous tracheal sound ¡eco¡ding is anothe¡ application

of repiratory sound analysis [Rietveld & Rijssenbeek-Nouwens, 1998]. In another study

tracheal sounds ofpatients with tracheai stenosis (a narrowing of the trachea) and that of

normal persons were investigated. It was found that the peak sound amplitude at

approximately 1 kHz and the sound power in a bandwidth from 600 to 1300 Hz were

higher for patients [Yonemaru e/ al., 19931.

Overall, respiratory sound anaiysis is of interest for its diagnostic applications as

mentioned above. On the other hand, respiratory flow measurement is an essential patt of

these studies. However, as described in previous section, flow measurement is a

challenge especially when it is applied to young children or patients with neurological

impairments. Furthermore, ìt cannot be accurately measured during swallowing or

feeding assessment.

As mentioned before relationship between tracheal sound and flow has long been

recognized [Forgacs, 1978] and attempts have been made to replace the cumbersome

flow measurement by flow estimation from tracheal sounds [Soufflet et al., 7990;

Moussavi et al., 20001, Yap & Moussavi, 2002; Que et a1.,20021. Despite the magnitude

of the investigation in this field, the results are stili not robust enough to replace flow

measurement by estimating it fiom tracheal sounds. This study was an attempt to

investigate several models for hacheal sound-flow relationship in order to find a robust

method for flow estimation by acoustical means.



The main objectives of this study were:

c to investigate several featu¡es and models describing tracheal sound-flow relationship

for a wide range offiow (0-3 L/s).

. to evaluate the capability of the model to estimate flow from tracheal sound.

o to investigate the capability of nonparametric methods to estimate flow fiom hacheal

sound.

I.3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

chapter 1 - This chapter presents the motivation and background information for this

thesis. It briefly presents different applications of respiratory sound analysis including an

overview of respiratory system and tracheal sounds' cha¡acteristics and the objectives of

this thesis.

chapter 2 - This chapter gives a brief review of past researches done on tracheal sound

analysis and its relationship with respiratory flow-

chapter 3 - This chapter describes the data acquisition and instrumentation used in this

research, the signal processing techniques to find the features of tracheal sound which

have a consistent relationship with flow and different methods to estimate flow fiom

those features.

Chapter 4 - The results of investigating relationship between different features of tracheal

sound and flow are summarized in this chapter. It includes ¡esults of flow estimation with

parametric as well as nonparametric techniques.

chapter 5 - This chapter provides discussions on the results, as well as conclusions.

Chapter 6 - This chapter discusses a few directions for possible fuh¡re wo¡ks.



CIIÄPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The relationship between respiratory flow and breath sounds has been under

investigation for several years by different researchers. However, the main interest has

been primarily on either deriving features related to the flequency spectrum of the breath

sound signal, or classifying patients fiom healthy individuals rather than using breath

sound for flow estimation.

Early investigation on the rerationshìp between tracheal sound a¡d flow revealed

that increasing the flow caused parallel upward shift of the spectral curve, while the

general pattem of the tracheal sound speckum rernained unchanged fLeblanc et. al.,

1970; charbonneau et. al., 19871. other studies showed that increasing flow modified

both intensity and the frequency distribution of the tracheal sound spectrum

[Ploysongsang et a1.,1982; Lessard & Wong, 19g6; Ktunan et a1.,199g; Charbonneau et

al., 1987; Forgacs et al., 1978; Soufflet et al., 1990; Mussell er a/., 1990, 1992; Gawiely

etal., 1996; Moussavi et a1.,2000; yap & Moussavi,2002; Harper et at.,20031.

Some of the investigators have used mathernatical functions to quantiô/ the

relationship between features oftracheal sound a¡rd flow fShykoff el at., lggg; Lessard &

Wong, 1986; Gawiely et al., 1996; yap & Moussavi, 2002; eue et at.,20021. Most of

these studies have focused on flow rates greater than 0.5 L/s because it is more difficult to

derive a consistent pattem for very 1ow flow. Furthermore, there exists a raage of flow

(minimum critical flow) where no relationship between breath sound amplitude and flow

can be obtained [Shykoff et al., l98B; Gavriely et al., 1996; yap & Moussavi, 2002].

Therefore, the relationship between the sound amplih:de and flow can be obtained onrv



when the sound amplitude exceeds the background noise. This minimum critical flow has

been found to be about 0.2 and 0.4 L/s for hacheal and lung sounds, respectively [chi-

Lem et a1.,19971

About two decades ago, the relationship between tracheal sounds and flow was

discussed by measuring flow-induced noise fiet noise) in a model of the trachea with an

artificial glottis and concluded a third order relationship between the two variables

lOlson et a|.,1984, 19851.

using statistical analysis, a quadratic relationship between the breath sound and

flow was demonstrated [Shykoff et a/., 1988]. However, they found that the envelope of

the recorded tracheal sounds had consistent fluctuation that limited their accuracy for

flow estimation and therefo¡e thev did not estimate flow.

Powe¡ ¡elationship behveen tracheal sound amplitude (Bsl) and flow was reported

lGavnely et a1.,19961, as described by the following equation:

BSA = KF" ,

where F is flow in L/s and a and k are some constants. By amplitude, they meant the

average power of tracheal sound, which was calculated over the frequency band of 100-

2400 Hz. They did no attempt to estimate flow ernploying this model.

In a¡other study [Harper et al-,2003] the effects of flow on tracheal sound was

investigated after building a dynamic model of respiratory tract. Tracheal sounds were

measured fiom four healthy subjects at ta¡gst flow rates of 0.5, 1, L5 and 2 L/s and also

during nontargeted breathing. Both the simulated and measured spectra illustrated that

sound power were increasing with increasing flow, with smaller incremental changes at

2.1



higher flow rates. They also calculated average power of tracheal sound over the

frequency band of 300-600 Hz and reported that the spectral power trended to increase

with flow for all four subjects. They did not derive a model fo¡ this relationship and

therefore, did not attempt to estimate flow.

Frequency-based features of tracheal sound have been also studied by many

researchers. In a study the relationship between flow and frequency spectrum of tracheal

sounds was investigated [Lessard & Wong, 1986 & 1988]. Tracheal sounds were

measured at six constant flow rates (0.25, 0.5, 0.15, l,1.25 and 1.5 L/s) with an electric

stethoscope placed at the anterior cervical triangle. The th¡ee parameters from the

spectrum of tracheal sound were calculated. Those parameters were the mean fiequency,

the fiequency of the maximum power, and the highest frequency at which the power

decreased to 10% of the maximum power. The general linear model multivariate analysis

of varia¡rce (ANOVA) was used to test the hypotheses that the characterizing parameters

of the respiratory sounds are constant fo¡ all flow rates within the sample population. The

results showed a direct linear relationship between the spectrum parameters and flow in

the range 1Ìom 0.25 L/s to about 0.75 Lls but it leveled off as the flow rate increased

beyond 0.75 L/s during inspiration or expiration.

In another study, using flow rates of 1.6,2.1 and 2.6 L/s, it was claimed that the

spectral parameters of the tracheal sound were flow independent. However, the tracheal

sounds were significantly modified by the flow transducer in that study fMussell er ai.,

1992], making the results questionable.

. On the other hand, there is a comparison study of some different flow estimation

models Íion t¡acheal sounds for the flow râtes up to 1.5 L/s [Soufflet et al., 19901. Each

10



subject performed recording tests for three different flow rates (shallow, normal, high). Ir

order to estimate instantaneous flow fiom tracheal sounds eight methods divided in two

groups of four were investigated. In the first group (reference curves method), it was

assumed that a relationship existed between sound and flow and thus reflected by the

va¡iations of some parameters. Four diffe¡ent parameters were tested: mean amplitude of

the sound, mean amplifude of the spectrum, mean fiequency of the spectrum and the

product of the mean amplitude a¡rd mean frequency. During the calibration phase, for

each parameter a reference curve was built, representing the variations ofeach parameter

versus flow being specific to each subject. Then, the flow was estimated by calculating

the parameter and using the ¡eference curve corresponding to that flow. In the second

group, they made a hierarchical clustering analysis ofsound spectra and tested two kinds

of specha (direct and normalized) as well as two ways of associating flow to a given

cluster that led to four other methods. In one case only one reference flow was associated

to a cluster and in the other cases, the¡e were six reference flows associated to a class,

making distinction whether the flow belonged to inspiration or expiration and considering

three recordings of each subject separately. The comparison of the various methods

showed that no method was superior to the others. However, the hierarchical clustering

analysis gave finer flow estimation than the reference cuwe method; an improvement

being achieved by a significant increase in calculation time as mentioned in the study.

For all methods, the mean enor in estimation of the flow rate was reported to be 14,y0,

except one method, which had an error of 31%. The methods were also computationally

costly [Soufflet et al., 19901.

More recently flow was estimated from breath sound intensity during quiet

ll



breathing and therefore, almost exclusively on constant flow about 0.5 Lls le.e et al.,

2002]. Flow and tracheal sounds were measu¡ed simultaneously during two separate 30-s

intervals. From the first 30-s period the relationship between flow and sound was

determined. This relationship was then used to calibrate the model and derive flow and

volume from the ampiitude of the sound signal of the next 30 s period. They assumed a

linear relationship model between flow and tracheal breath sound amplitude and used

least squares linear regression to find the model parameters. A tkeshold sound value

above which the relationship between sound amplitude and flow could be determined was

thus defined for each subject and the model was calculated for flows greater than the

threshold, and the flow below the threshold was estimated by linear ìnterpolation.

Because they were more interested in volume than in flow, they used the error in volume

estimation as the criterion of their method's accuracy. The erro¡ in estimating tidal

volume was less than 15% in ali subjects. This study was not robust because it considered

only tidal flow and also it used a relatively long period of flow and its corresponding

tracheal sound (50%) for calibration.

Average power of tracheal and lung sounds has already been used to detect

respiratory phases and breath onsets independent offlow [Moussavi et a1.,2000]. 100%

accuracy in respiratory phase detection was achieved without using the measu¡ed flow

signal. The outcomes of that study were used for flow estimation in a¡other study, in

which several possible relationships between flow and average power of tracheal sound

(P,,") were studied over different frequency bands [yap & Moussavi, 2002]. Three

relationships, linear (P.,,":Ì¡4, power (P..,"= kF" ) and exponential (p,.,,":keF" ) between

flow and P,""' were investigated. In all subjects breath sounds were ¡ecorded at row (0-

12



0.4 L/s)' medium (0.4-0.8 L/s) and high (0.8-1.4 L/s) flow rates. It was found that the

exponential relationship described the relationship better than the other two relationships

and hence, it was employed to estimate flow. The model was chosen as:

F"", = c, log( P""" ) + c, , 2.2

where l',"r is the estimated flow and ct aîd, c2 a¡e the model coefficients. when the

coefficients of the model irBq.2.2 were derived fiom a certain flow rate considered as

the base and then used to estimate other flow rates, the estimation was consistently

underestimated or overestimated. ln orde¡ to remedy this problem, they modified the

model by applying a scaiing factor to justifu for different target flows. They defined a

scaling factor in the form of a ratio between the average power of the segment that its

associated flow is being estimated and the average power of the base segrnents, which

we¡e used to derive the coefficients. Therefore, they modified 8q.2.2 as:

F",,=(c,tog(P,,,)*"ril@)r, 2.3P- bße

where Æ is a constant that is determined from a few known breath sounds with flow that

were assumed to be available for calibration. For example, if the model coefficients c7

and c2 were derived from medium target flow, È consisting of k¡o, and k¡¡r¡ was

determined by minimizing the enor using two known breaths at low and high flow rates,

respectively [Yap & Moussavi, 2002].

In that study Po," was calculated from nine different fiequency bands and it was

found that over the range of 150-450 Hz, po,," had the highest conelation with flow. Also

they showed that the least estimation error was achieved using upper 40% offlow, when

changing the lower limit of flow from 10% to 90%. The overall error was found to be

IJ



6.7+ 1.79 % añ,2.98X0.78'/o for inspiration and expiration, respectively. In that

method, the model coefficients are derived from th¡ee breaths at one target flow

(medium), but the modei still needs further calibration for scaling facto¡ which is

achieved by assuming that there are some copies of breath at other target flow rates

available for calibration. Therefore, it still requires the subjects to breathe at different

flow rates. Also, it is not mentioned in their work how the tracheal sound is grouped to

one ofthe three different regions during estimation.

All of the discussed methods in this section have used only parametric techniques

for modeling the relationship between flow and tracheal sound. Also, the flow rate was

either constant fQue et a1.,20021 or variable but at most up to 1.5 L/s lsonfÍlet et al.,

i990; Yap & Moussavi. 20021.

ln this study, flow estimation from tracheal sounds was investigated fo¡ a wide

range of flow up to 3 L/s considering different parametric models -some common to

those previously investigated- as well as nonparametric methods.

14



CI{APTER 3

METHODS

3.1DATA

Data fiom 15 subjects were studied in this research. Subjects were f¡om two

g¡oups; 5 healthy adults (1 male) aged 31.8 + 8.1 years (Group I), 10 healthy children (6

males) aged 9.6 + 2.9 years (Group II). Data of Group I was collected at the Respiratory

Acoustics Laboratory, university of Manitoba. lnformed consent was obtained f¡om

subjects or their parents (guardian) before recording. The shrdy was approved by the

Human Research Ethics Board of university of Manitoba, Faculty of Medicine, Ethics

Committee. Data of Group Il were adopted ffom a previous study [yap & Moussavi,

2002] which used the same data acquisition system. physical characteristics of subjects

participated in this study are given in Table 3.1.

Data recordings were performed with the subject seated in a soundproof chamber

(no. 101549, Industrial Acoustics Company, Bronx, Ny). The tracheal and lung sounds

were recorded by siemens accelerometers (EMT25C) placed over suprastemal notch and

chest wall. In this study, however, only tracheal sounds were used. with a nose clip in

place, flow was measured by a mouthpiece attached to a calibrated pneumotachograph

(Fleich No3). To reduce the füction of the sensors' cables against the subject's skìn or

ciothing which causes noise artifacts that could be detected by the accelerometer, the

cables were held away from the subject with tape loops. subjects were ìnstructed to

breathe at four different flow rates Jow (0-7.5 mlislKg), ridal (7.5-15 mvs/Kg), medium

(15-22 5 ml/s/Kg) and high (22.5-50 ml/s/Kg)- with five breaths at each target flow

followed by a l0 s breath hold to obtain a reference for background noise. A visual



display of flow signal heiped the subjects to keep their target breathing as instructed.

After each recording the tracheal sounds were played-back and the spectrograms of the

recorded signals were examined to see if there were any noise artifacts in the recorded

signal.

Table 3. i. Physical characteristics of subjects.

subjecl Gender Ace ()"r) wejghr (kg)

Healthy Adults (Group [)
I
2
3

4
5

F
F'

F
M
F

26

26

26
38

43

64
64
90

54.5

Healthy Children (Group II)
1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8

9

10

M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F

4
9

i3
l3
1l
7

lt
11

7
10

20
61

36
50

32

36
44
30
34

The breath sound signals were amplified, band-pass filtered (50-2500 Hz). The

filtered signals were then digitized at a 10240 Hz sampling rate using a 12-bit analog{o-

digital converter on a National Instruments pc-mounted card (pcl-1200, National

Inst¡uments, Austin, TX). Flow signal was digitized simultaneously with breath sounds at

the same sampling rate but it was later decim aled to 3ZO Hz.
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3.2 SIGNAL PROCESSING

Inspiratory and expiratory tracheal sounds were analyzed separately, because (i) the

resistance at the vocal cord changes with respiratory phase; and (ii) mechanisms to

provide each respiratory phase sound are different [Mussel el a/., 1990].

The estimation eûor was defined as:

Enor :

where the mean( ) was calculated from the average of the upper 15% of the flow signal,

f'n r is the estimated flow and F*na is the actual flow. For different methods of flow

estimation, the estimation emor was calculated for each subject and then averaged

between the subjects.

3.2.1 Average Power of Tracheal Sound

The tracheal sound signals were sequestered into 1024-sample segnents (100 ms),

with 50% overlap between successive segrnents. The power spectrum density (pSD) of

each segrnent was calculated using FFT and applying a Hanning window to each

segment. Average spectral power (P,*) was calculated over the frequency band 150-450

Hz because previous sfudies found this fiequency band as the best for flow estimation

from tracheal sound [Yap & Moussavi, 2002]. Figure 3.1 illust¡ates an example of the

calculated Po," of a reco¡ded tracheal sound signal along with its spectrogram and the

conesponding flow signal.

3.1
lmeantF | - meanl F

I mean(F",,,.,)
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Figure 3.1. The spectrogram of a typical tracheal sound signal (middle graph) and
P,", calcuiated over 150-450 Hz frequency band (bottorn graph) with its
corresponding flow signal (top graph).

3.2.2 Frequency- Based Features of Tracheal Sound

The following pa¡ameters were calculated from the PSD of the tracheal sound signal

at each target flow: maximum frequency (f.*), mean power frequency (f^"",) arñ

ûequency of the highest power (fr"o¡). .f.o, was defined as the frequency at which the

PSD of inspiration/expiration reached the PSD of the breath hold segrnents. f."on was

defined as:

18
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where s(/) is the amplitude of the PSD of the signal at ftequency f. fr€d¿ was defined as

the fiequency at which PSD reached its first maximum afte¡ the frequency of 100 Hz.

Figure 3.2 shows an example ofthe frequency features ofthe psD ofa typical signal.

fpeak
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Figure 3.2. A tlpical PSD of a breath segment and the frequency features.

3.2,3 Wavelet Transform of Tracheal Sound

waveiet analysis consists of decomposing a signal or an image into a hiera¡chical set

of approximations and details. A wavelet is a waveform of limited duration that has a¡

average value of zero and a defined function çø(l) [Bratteli et al., 2002]. By dìlation, or

changes of scaie(s), and translations, i.e., time domain window regions of size r, families

of wavelets a¡e formed based on the main or.,mother', wavelet, ty(t) ,

t//".,(t)=Ir(-:), s>o,refr 3.3Vs \.ç.)

2

^n
!
o
ano- _2
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where s is the dilation parameter and z is the translation parameter [Mallat, 19g9].

The continuous wavelet transform (cwr) is defined as the integral of the time-

domain signal multiplied by scaled and shifted versions of the wavelet function y(r) :

a,.,= !fØv/,.,(t)dt,

The results of the cwr are many wavelet coefficients ¿¡, which are iìrnctions of the

scale and position. wavelet analysis allows the use of long time intervals where more

precise low-frequency information is required, and shorter regions for high-fiequency

information (Figure 3. 3).

3.4

db10

Figure 3.4. Examples of some commonly used mother wavelet functions.
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E{ #m
Time

WaveletAnalysts

Figure 3.3. Wavelet Transform

some examples of the mother wavelet functions commonly used in signal processing

are shown in Figure 3.4. The names of the Daubechies family wavelets are written dbN,

where N is the order.
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In thìs study the one-dimensional cwr of the tracheal sound was calculated using

db4 mother wavelet with 12 scales. comparing different wavelet coefficients with flow, it

was found that the fifth coefficient of the wavelet transform had the highest correlation

with flow. Hence, the envelope of the fifth coefficient (Ea5) of the cwr was obtained

using Hilbert transform. Hilbe¡t Transform of a real valued signal x(t) is defined as

I -¡x(r) 
.y(t\= H,(t\=' l "dt, 3.5

E _'-T-l

where the integral is taken in the principal value sense. That is, the integral is defined as

the limit of integrals taken over bounded intervals with regions around x deleted.

Specifically we have

H,(,) = ,]¿y-:tf^"Ú\, * 1.";?n 3.6

When a real signal x(t) and its Hilberl Transform y(t) = H,(t) are used to form a

new complex signal z(t) =x(t)+ jy(t), the signal z(t) is the.,analytic sigral',

conesponding to the real stgnal x(t) with all "negative frequencies" of .r(t/ being filtered

out [oppenheim & schafer, 1998]. The analytíc signal is useful in calculating

instanta¡eous attributes of a time series, especially the amplitude and frequency. The

instâ¡taneous amplitude is the amplitude of the complex Hilbert hansform ed signar z(t),

and the instantaneous frequency is the time rate of change of the instantaneous phase

angle. Due to its simplicity, Hilbert Transform is a very popular method for envelope

detection of time varying signals. It was observed that the Hilbert T¡ansform of the fifth

coefficient,8 5, followed flow signal quite well (Figure 3.5) and hence, the relationship

between these hvo signals were investigated further.
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3.3 PILOT STTJDIES

3.3.1 Relationship between P,,, and Flow

Since the main interest was to estimate the target flow accurately and flow usually

reaches a plateau in its upper 15% (Figure 3.6), this region was used for investigating

different models describing relationship between flow and po"".

The following models were studied to find a better model describing the

relationship between flow a¡d P*". The first two models were adopted from a previous

study [Yap & Moussavi, 20021.

1) Exponential Model: ,F = c,log(\,") + c,

2) Power Model; log(F ) = c,log(P.,") + c,

3) 2'd degree Polynomial Model: F = "r\*t
4) 3d degree Poll,nomial Model: F = cr1*t

+ c )P",, + cr 3.9

+ crln' + c.P"," + co 3.10

3.7

3.8

where I' is the mean ofupper r5%o of target flow and cr, c2 aÍd,c3 are some constants.

To compare different models, Mean square Error (MSE) between the actuar values of

flow and the fitted curves was calculated for the four different models and averaged

between all the subjects. MSE of different models and conelation coefficient of

exponential ald power models, are shown in Tables 3.2 a¡rd 3.3.
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Figure 3.6. A typical example of one inspiration showing its upper l5%.

It was shown that if the coefficients of the model in Equations 3.7 to 3.10 were

derived from a certain flow rate and then used to estimate other flow rates, the estimated

flow was constantly underestimated or overestimated [yap & Moussavi, 2002]. For this

reason, \rye could not choose a better model based on MSE only. Data should be

preprocessd to determine which model is better in terms of estimation. Therefore, data of

five subjects from Group I, who breathed at four distinct target flow rates, were selected.

For each subject the time-domain data of three different ta¡get flows were used to find the

model coefficients ærd then the left-out flow rate was estimated w.ith that model. The

estimation error was calculated using Equation 3.1 and averaged between the subjects for

dìfferent models. Table 3.4 displays the estimation error for different models during

inspiration. Based on the results of rables 3.2 to 3.4, the exponential model (Eq. 3.7) was

chosen as a better model for describing the relationship between flow and p,"". Figure 3.7

shows the relationship between P,", and flow for one of the subjects.
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Table3.2. MSE of different models describing flow and P,,,u relationship.

MSE (p t o) Inspiration Expiration

Exponential model 0.05 + 0.05 0.07 + 0.05

Power model 0.18 + 0.38 0.07 + 0.13

z o.egtee
poiynomial model

0.05 + 0.06 0.05 + 0.05

3'" degree
polvnomial model

0.03 + 0.04 0.03 + 0.02

Table 3.3. Correlation coefficient of exponential and power models describing flow and
P""" relationship.

Correlation Coefficient (p + o) Inspiration Expiration

Exponential model 0.9 + 0.05 0.86 10.07

Power model 0.87 r 0.07 0.92 r 0.06

Table 3.4. Estimation error for different models when estimating flow from p,,".

Model Estimation of
high flow rate

Estimation of
medium flow rate

Estimation of
tidal flow rate

Estimation of
low flow rate

Exponential model 0.14 + 0.11 0.25 r 0.15 1.5 t 0.4 7.24+ 7.3

Power model 0.63 10.52 0.09 r 0.02 1.110.2 7.7 16.8

¿ oegÍee
poiynomial model

35.8 + 56.33 2.67 ! 4.92 2.5+ 0.5 8.87 + 6.51

3'" degree
polwomial model

96+ 14 0.16 + 0.09 1.2!0.6 8.08 + 6.04
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Figure 3.7. Relationship betw eeî Paw ard flow using different models fitted to data.

3.3,2 Relationship between tr'requency-Based Features of Tracheal Sound and trlow

Three models were investigated to describe the relationship between flow and

fiequency- based features of tracheal sound.

1) F = c,f2 +crf+c,

2) F =c,exp(f )+c,,

3) F =c,log(f )+c,,

3.1 1

3.12

3.13

where -F is the mean of upper l5o/o of target flow / is the frequency-based feature and

c¡, c2 afld cr are constants. For/,* models 3.11 and 3.12 were employed, while forf,"o,
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and fpeak, model 3. i 1 and model 3. i3 were used. For each model, the MSE between the

actual data and the fitted curve was calculated and averaged between the subjects.

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show the values of MSE for different fiequency-based features and

models for inspiration and expiration, respectively. Tabre 3.7 displays the conelation

coefficients of the moder in Eq. 3.r2 and Eq. 3.13. Figure 3.g demonstrates the

relationship between flow and frequency-based features for one of the subjects.

Table 3 5 MSE ( p + 6) of different models between fiequency-based features and flow
during inspiration.

(a)

Model fp*k f."",

F=c,log(f)+c, 0.3 x0.26 0.21!0.21

F =ctf 2 + crf +c, 0.27 + 0.26 0.17 + 0.19

(b)

Model

F =c,exp(.f )+ c, 0.06 t 0.05

F = ct-f 2 + crf +c, 0.05 + 0.04

Table 3 6 MSE (p + o) of different models between different ÍÌequency-based features
and flow during expiration.

(a)

Model

F =c,log(f)+c, 0.23 x0.22 0.20 t0.16

F =ct.f' + crf +c, 0.16+0.19 0.18 + 0.15



(b)

Model f.*
F = c,exp( f )+c, 0.1 t 0.07

F =ct,f t + c2f +ca 0.06 + 0.04

Table 3 .7 . Correlation coefficient of the exponential model (Eq. 3 . lZ & Eq. 3 .13)
between different fiequency-based features and flow.

(a)

Exponential Model: F = crlog(f)+c, fp*t

Inspiration 0.33 + 0.1 7 0.46 x0.28

Expiration 0.29 r 0.15 0.40 t0.13

(b)

Exponential Model: I' =c,exp(f )+c,

lnspiration 0.83 t 0.13

Expiration 0.77 r0.26
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Figure 3.8. Relationship between frequency-based features and flow using different
models fitted to data.

While there was not a shong relationship between fo*¡ and flow and, f,"on and flow,

/,* showed a considerable relationship with flow. Furthermore, the 2nd degree

polyinomial model showed slíghtly better fit than the exponential models using/,.,. The

results were consistent for both inspiration and expiration.

Because the conelation coefficient of the exponential model ofBq. 3.12 was low

comparing to that of the exponential model that describing flow and pou" @q.3.7), we did

not consider Eq. 3.12 for fiow estimation.

Considering the 2nd degree poll,nomial relationship, f,* had lowest MSE among

the models using frequency-based feah¡res. Therefore the 2nd degree polyromial model

of this group (Eq. 3.11) was employed for flow estimation.
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3.3.3 Relationship between .8 5 and Flow

To investigate the relationship between Eo5 and flow, the following two models were

studied.

1) Power Model: log(F) = c,log(E",) + cr,

2) Linear Model: F : crE., + cr,

where F' is the flow sìgnal.

3.t4

3.15

The MSE between actual values of flow and the fitted curves and correlation

coefficients used for relationship between flow and ðar are shown in Tables 3.8 and 3.9,

respectively. Figure 3.9 is an example of the relationship between flow and .8"5 and the

fitted models for one of the subjects.

Table 3.8. MSE (p + 6) of different models describing flow and E 5 relationship.

Model Inspiration Expiration

Powe¡ model 0.02+0.02 0.03 r 0.02

Linear model 0.04 + 0.04 0-02t0.o2

3T



Table 3.9. Correlation coefficients (p + 6) 6f different models describing flow and E s

relationship.

Model lnspiration Expiration

Power model 0.92+0.07 0.91+ 0.07

Linear model 0.86 + 0.09 0.87 + 0.09
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Figure 3.9. Relationship between Ea5 and flow using different models fitted to data.

The data was preprocessed to evaluate estimation enor for diffe¡ent models in the

same manner used for the models usíng ¿ve. Table 3.10 displays the estimation enor for

different models during inspiration. As it can be seen the models' performance were not

very different in regard to the estimation enor. Therefore, the power relationship model,

which had the least MSE and highest conelation coefficient, was chosen as the. better

0.3o.2

,':l
+

" Fleal data
<¡-. Power model

L¡ne ar model
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model for describing the relationshìp between fiow and the E 5 and was later used fo¡

estimating flow. The model coefficients, for each region, were derived by fitting a line to

the data of one breath of that region which was assumed to be available during

calibration. Figure 3.10 shows that there is a linear relationship between flow (dB) and

ã,s (dB).

Table 3.10. Estimation error for different models when estimating flow from Ea5.

2
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Figure 3.10. Fiow (dB) versus ã,5 (dB) during inspiration and expiration.
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Model Estimation of
high flow rate

Estimation of
medium flow rate

Estimation of
tidal flow rate

Estimation of
low flow rate

Power model 0.1910.08 0. 15 + 0.06 0.45 l.0.23 t.20x0.77

Linear model 0.17 I 0.10 0. 13 r 0.06 0.35 + 0.30 1.17 !033
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3.4 F'LOW ESTIMATION BY PARAMETRIC METHODS

Based on the results of the pilot studies, the models, which had either higher

correlation coefficient or less MSE, were chosen for flow estimation. These chosen

models were exponential model using po,", power model using 8"5 anð, 2nd degree

polynomial model usingf,*.

For exponential model between P,u, and flow, uppet 40%o of flow was used because

previous shrdies have shown that the correlation coefficient is the highest in this region

[Yap & Moussavi,2002]. Fo¡ the other two models, target flow optimization was done

considering different upper X% (x=1s, 25, 40, 6s &.90) of flow for deriving the models'

coefficients. The values of MSE and conelation coefficient (for power and exponential

models) between actual values of flow and the fitted curyes were compared to determine

an optimum flow region for deriving the models' coefficients. However, the results we¡e

not conclusive for a flow region to be superior to others. Hence, the upper 40% offlow

was used for flow estimation with the three different models for the sake of consistency.

I¡ order to derive the model's coefficients, given the vast variety of the flow-sound

relationship between the subjects, all flow estimation methods are in need of calibration.

It was assumed that flow signal of at least one breath from each target flow is available

for calibratìon. hr this study flow was estimated using two types ofcalibration:

. Type 1: The model was calibrated for all flow rates at the same time, i.e., only

one set of coefficients was used for every target flow rate.

. T)?e 2: The model was calibrated for every flow rate separately, i.e., three or four

sets of coefficients were used fo¡ each target flow.



ln o¡der to divide tracheal sound sigaar to different target flow regions without using

the flow signal, ð'5 signal was used instead of the po," of tracheal sound signal because

Eo5 showed a better correspondence with target flow rate (Figure 3.5) compared to po,";

In Fig 3.1 it was not very different between low and tidal flow rates. Therefore, for each

subject tracheal sound signal was divided to different target flow regions based on.Eo5

signal by defining a threshold for each region.

3.5 F'LOW ESTIMATION BY NONPARAMETRIC METHODS

3.5.1 Adaptive Filters

The ability of an adaptive filter to operate satisfactority in an unknown environment

and kack time variations of input statistics makes the adaptive filtering a powerful

technique for signal processing. Indeed, adaptive filters have been successfulry appried in

diverse fields such as prediction, plant identification, denoising sigrals, etc. Arthough

these applications a¡e different in nature, they have a basic structure in common: the

output of the filter tries to follow the input by minimizing the energy of error between the

ouþut and a desired response. The adjustable filter coefficients may take the form of tap

weights, reflection coeffrcients, or rotation parameters depending on the filter structure

employed. However, the essential difference between the various applications of adaptive

filtering arises in the ma¡ner in which the desired response is extracted [Haykin, 2002].

The class ofadaptive filtering used in this shrdy was identification configuration. rn

the class of applications dealing with identification, the adaptive filter is used to provide a

linear model that represents the best fit (in some sense) to an unknown prant. The plant

and the adaptive filter are driven by the same input. The plant output supplies the desired



response for the adaptive filter. The schematic of the identification configuration

shown in Figure 3,I I .

System
input

Systern
output

Figure 3.1 1. Identification Configuration.

Least Mean Square (LMS) Algorithm

The LMS algorithm or Widrow-Hoff leaming algorithm is a linear adaptive filtering

algorithm, which in general consists oftwo basic processes:

l. A Jìltering process, which involves computing the output of a linear filte¡ in

response to an input signal and generating an estimation error by comparing this

ouþut with a desired response.

2. An adaptive process, which involves the automatic adjustrnent of the parameters

of the filter in accordance with the estimation error.

In this study, ¿u" of the tracheal sound signal was used as the input of the filter and flow

as the desired response. Therefore, the output of the filter was considered as the estimated

flow, which is a linear combination of the Po"". This can be formulated as the following:

MI
Jîow@) =lwoP.,"(n - k) =.â,o (n). u(n),

k=0

3.16



where M is the order of the filter, û\n) = [û,0@),fi,,(n),...,iur -r(n)]r is the weight vector

dÍ. time index n, H indicates the Hermitian transpose,

u(n)=1P","(n),P,,"(n*I),...,P,,"(n-M+1)lr is rhe input signal and Jîow is t}re

estimated flow as the output signal. The estimation srror, e, at time index z is calculated

as

e(n) -- flow(n) - flow(n).

During the adaptive process, the filter is optimized

J(n), defrned, as

J(n) = Etle(n)l'zl

by taking the gradient vector

3.17

with minimizing the cost function,

3.18

3.19

3.20

3.21

where /,¿ = E[u(n) flow(z)] is the cross correlation between the input a¡d the desired

output, and f,.,, = E[u(n)u, (n)] is the autoconelation matrix of the input vector. Using

the estimates i,,1n¡ =y1n¡un @) and i^@) =u(n)Jtow(n), the steepest descent

algorithm is then empioyed to obtain the following formula for adapting the tap weight

vector

V J (n) = -2y,, + 2f,,,îv(n)

fi(n + 1) = û\n) + ¡a(n)fflou\n) - uH (n)û\n)l = û"(n) + ¡a\n)e' (n) ,

where p is the adaptation step size, subject to the following constraint

^2u < ¿/ < _-, M5..,'

where ,l-", is the maximum value of the power spectral density of the tap inputs u(n) and

Mis the numbe¡ of tap weights [Haykin, 2002].
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Typically one epoch of training is defined as a single presentation of all input

vectors to the filter. The filter is then updated according to the results of ail those

presentations. Training occurs untii a maximum number of epochs occur, the

performance goal is met, or any other stopping condition of the training function occurs

fHaykin,2002].

First, third, fifth and seventh order filters considerin g P*"(in dB) as input and flow

as output, optimized with LMS algorithm, were used in this study. For each target flow

(low, tidal, medium and high) flow signal of one inspiration/expiration and its

corresponding tracheal sound Po,,n that was assumed to be available for calibration, were

used fo¡ training and finding the filter coefficients. The filter was trained until the MSE

reached a plateau. The obtained filter was then employed to estimate flow from p,"" (in

dB) for each target flow. Finally. the estimation error was calculated for each flow rate

and averaged between the subjects.

3.5.2 Neural Networks

Neural networks are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These

elements are inspired by biological nervous systems. As in nature, the network function is

determined largely by the connections between elements. we can train a neural network

to perform a particular functìon by adjusting the values of the connections (weights)

between the elements.

Backpropagation Network was created by generalizing the Widrow-Hoff leaming

rule to multipleJayer networks a¡d nonlinear differentiable transfer frrnctions. Input

vecto¡s and the corresponding target vebtors are used to train a network until it can



approximate a function. Netwo¡ks with biases, a sigrnoid layer, and a linear ouþut layer

are capable of approximating any function with a finite number of discontinuities.

Standa¡d bacþropagation is a gradient descent algorithm, in which the network

weights are moved along the negative of the gradient of the performance function. The

term bacþropagation refers to the marme¡ in which the gradient is computed for

nonlinear multiiayer networks [Freeman & Skapura, 1991].

A feedforward backpropagation Neural Network consists of two layers. The first

layer or hidden layer has a tangent-sigmold (tan-sig) activation function, and the second

layer or output layer, has a linear activatio n ñtnction purelin Thus, the first layer limits

the output to a narrow range, from which the rinear rayer can produce all varues. The

output ofeach layer can be represented by

Yr,, = f (Ilr,rX *_r+br.r), 3.22

where r is a vector containing the output f¡om each of the neu¡ons in a given layer, w is

a matrix containing the weights for each of the M inputs for all N neurons, x is a vector

containing the inputs, å is a vector containing the biases and /o is the activation

function [Freeman & skapura, 199r]. The network was c¡eated using the neu¡al network

toolbox fiom Matlab 6.1 release 12.1 (The MathWorks).

The network is initialized with random weights and biases, and is then hained

using the Levinson-Marquardt algorithm [Freeman & Skapura, r99i]. The weights and

biases are updated according to

D*t = D, -fi' t + ptf-' t, n, 3.23

where D, is a matrix containing the current weights and biases, D,*, is a matrix

containing the new weights and biases, ¿ is the network error, -/ is a Jacobian matrix
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contaìning the first derivative ofe with respect to the current weights and biases,.Iis the

identity matrix ar'd p is a variable that increases or decreases based on the performance

function. The gradient of the error surface, g, is equal to .-rre.

Calib¡ation Type 1 was employed for the flow estimation method using Neural

Networks. Flow signal of four breaths, each from a different target flow, and the features

extracted f¡om their conesponding tracheal sound signal (Po,", f^ , Eo5) were used for

training the network. The obtained network was then employed to estimate flow. The first

layer of the network, or hidden layer, contained 9 neurons and had a tangent-signoid

(tansig) activation function. The second layer, or output layer, had a linear activation

function, purelin, and one neuron.

3.6 THE EFFECT OFAGE

Considering/.* utd Po"" once the better model describing one of these features and

flow was selected, the effect of age on the model parameters was also investigated by

dividing the subjects into three age groups:7.4+2.3 years old (Age group 1), 11.5!1.22

years old (Age group 2) and 30.8+7.25 yeats old (Age group 3), and estimating the

model parameters for each age goup. The results were studied to determine whether the

model representing flow-sound relationship changes with age.
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CIIAPTER.4

RESULTS

4.1 PARAMETRIC METI{ODS

The tkee models used as parametric models for f'low estimation a¡e as follows.

1) Exponential Model: {, = crlog(p.,,")+c,,

2) 2nd degree poll'nomial Model: {, = crf.u*, + crf^u* + cr, 4.2

3) Power model: loe(4", ) = crlog(E.r) + c, , 4.3

where F",¡is the estimated flow and c7 , c2 and, cj are the model coefficients. The results

ofthese models for estimating flow are presented in the following sections.

4.1.1 Exponentiat Model Using the Average power of Tracheal Sound

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show deta s of the estimation eror for different target flow

rates. As it can be observed íÌom the tables, the second type of calibration was superior.

However, using either of the calibration approaches, the estimation error was the highest

at low flow as expected. The overall estimation error, using the first type of calibratìon,

was 0.19+0.08 for inspiration and, 0.24 + 0.09 for expiration, while the second type of

calibration resulted in an overall error of 0.09+0.03 and 0.1+0.04 for inspiration and

expiration, respectively. Therefore Type 2 caribration appears to be a better choice.

4.1
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Table 4.1. Estimation error ( p ! o) for different target flow rates using Po,," and

exponential model, during inspiration.

'f able 4.2. Estimation eûor ( p+ o) for different target flow ¡ates using P*"and
exponential model, during expiration.

Calibration Type Low Tidaì Medium Hieh

Type 1 0.43 + 0.07 0.33 r 0.09 0.21 + 0.8 0.19+ 0.09

Type2 0.23+ 0.2 0.08 r 0.04 0.08 + 0.04 0.09 + 0.04

4.1.2 2"d Degree Poþnomial Model using the Maximum Frequency (/.,")

Optimizing the Flow Region for Estimation

Table 4.3 dispiays the MSE of the 2'd degree polynomial model describing flow and

/,'* relationship for different upper X% of flow. The results were not conciusive for a

fiow region to be superior to others. As a result the upper 40% of the flow was used in the

rest of study to be consistent with previous studies.

Calibration Type Low Tidal Medium Hich

Type I 0.38 + 0.06 0.28 f 0.09 0.1s r 0.09 0.15 + 0.06

Type2 0.14 + 0.04 0.09 r 0.05 0.09 r 0.04 0.1 + 0.04
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Table 4.3. MSE (p 1o) of the 2od degree poll,nomial model describing flow and/.^
relationship for different upper X% of flow.

X Inspiration Expiration

l5 0.05 + 0.04 0.06 r 0.04

25 0.05 r 0.02 0.06+ 0.06

40 0.06+ 0.02 0.05 + 0.03

65 0.05 r 0.02 0.07 + 0.06

90 0.08 f 0.07 0.06+ 0.06

Flow Estimation

Table 4.4 shows the estimation erro¡ for different target flow rates when calib¡ation

Type I was employed for polynomial model using /.... The overall estimation error in

this case was 0.28 + 0.18 and 0.3 + 0.18 for inspiration and expiration, respectively. This

elror was very high and showed that f,* could not be considered as a suitable feah¡re fo¡

flow estimation. Therefore, no estimation was done using the second t¡pe of caiibration

because it was observed that there was not a strong and consistent relationship between

flow urdf.* when different target flow rates were considered separately.

Table 4.4. Estimation error (p t o) for different target flow rates using/,^ and 2nd

degree polynomial model with calibration Type 1.

Low Tidal Medium Hich

lnspiration 0.52+ 0.22 0.31+ 0.17 0.28 r 0.16 0.25x0.17

Expiration 0.61 + 0.07 0.33 r 0.09 0.25 + 0.8 0.27 + 0.09
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4.1.3 Power Model Using Wavelet Transform of Tracheal Sound

Optimizing the Flow Region for Estimation

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 display MSE and correlation coefficient of the power model

describing flow and Eo¡ ¡elationship for different upper Xolo of flow'

The values of MSE and correlation coefficient between actual values of flow and the

fitted curves were compared to determine an optimum flow region for deriving the

model'scoefficients.However,theresultswerenotconclusiveforaflowregiontobe

superiot to others. Hence, for the sake of consistency with previous studies the upper

40olo of flow was used.

Table 4.5. MSE (p + 6¡ of the power model describing flow and E'¡ ¡elationship for

different uPPer X% of flow

X lnspiration Expiration

15 0.02 + 0.02 0.03 + 0.02

25 0.03 + 0.02 0.0310.02

40 0.0310.04 0.04 t 0.02

65 0.05 r 0.02 0.04+ 0.02

90 0.05 + 0.03 0.06 + 0.03
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Table 4.6 correlation coefficient ( p t o ) of the power model describing flow and ðo5
relationship for different upper X% offlow.

X lnspiration Expiration

15 0.92x0.07 0.91f 0.07

25 0.9 + 0.07 0.9 + 0.08

40 0.9 + 0.07 0.91+ 0.08

65 0.89 + 0.07 0.9 + 0.08

90 0.88 + 0.05 0.89 + 0.08

Flow Estimation

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the estimation error for different target flow rates. The

overall estimation error, using the first type ofcalibration, was 0.14+ 0.07 for inspiration

atd 0.21t0.12 for expiration, while second type of calibration resulted in ar ove¡all

error of 0.1910.09 and 0.22+0.12 for inspiration and expiration, respectively. In this

case, the first type of calibration gave slightly better results, but the error was still high.

Table 4.7 . Estimation efior (p+ o) for different target flow rates using the power model
and Eo5 during inspiration.

Calibration Type Low Tidal Medium HiCh

Tlpe I 0.24+ 0.1'.7 0.1r 0.06 0.14+ 0.13 0.14+ 0.19

Type2 0.28 + 0.19 0.19 + 0.1 7 0.17 + 0.11 0.17 r 0.11
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Table 4.8. Estimation error ( px o) for different target flow rates using the power model
and ðo5 during expiration.

Calibration Type Low Tidal Medium High

Type 1 0.45+ 0.32 0.31 + 0.33 0.16 + 0.15 0.14+ 0.08

Type 2 0.59 + 0.25 0.24+ 0.21 0.15 + 0.11 0.17 + 0.13

4.2 NONPARAMETRIC METHODS

4.2.1 Adaptive Filters

The Estimation errors for different target flow rates using adaptive filters are shown

in Tables 4.9 and 4.L0 for inspiration and expiration, respectively. Table 4.11 displays the

overall error for inspiration and expiration. 3'd order adaptive filter was superior

compared to the others in this category; which its results were also comparable with those

of the exponential model using P,u,.

Table 4.9. Estimation error ( lr + o) of adaptive filter for different target flow rates during
inspiration.

Order of Filter Low Tidal Medium HiCh

I st order 0.2 + 0.07 0.13 + 0.07 0.15 r 0.1 0.1 1 + 0.05

J O¡Oer 0.14 + 0.07 0.09 + 0.05 0.1 + 0.05 0.09 f 0.05

5"'order 0.21 + 0.11 0.r 1t 0.07 0.1+ 0.04 0.1i + 0.06

7"" order 0.22!0.tl 0.i 1r 0.07 0.1 + 0.08 0.i3 + 0.07
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Table 4.10. Estimation error (p+ o) of adaptive filter for different target flow ¡ates
during expiration.

Table 4.1 1 . Overall Estimation Error ( p + o..) of adaptive filter with different orders.

Order of Filter lnspiration Expiration

1"' order 0.13 l 0.0s 0.13 + 0.04

3'o order 0.1 r 0.03 0.11+ 0,04

5"' order 0.12 r 0.04 0.11+ 0.04

7"' orde¡ 0.12 + 0.04 0.12 + 0.04

4.2,2 Neural Networks

There was no stable result when Neural NeF,vo¡ks were applied. Estimation error

va¡ied from 0.07 to 0.51 fo¡ different t.ials. The results were almost the same for

inspiration and expiration. Figures 4.1 displays the ouþut of neural network plant model

for one of the subjects.

O¡der of Filter Low Tidal Medium HiCh

l-' o¡der 0.23 t 0.14 0.1 1 r 0.0s 0.12 + 0.05 0.1 1 + 0.06

J Orûer 0.17 r 0.13 0.1 r 0.05 0.1+ 6.94 0.1 1 + 0.06

5"'order 0.15 + 0.09 0.1 + 0.05 0.11f 0.06 0.11+ 0.06

7"' order 0.14 + 0.06 0.1 + 0.05 0.12 t 0.08 0.12+ 0.07
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4.3 The Effect of Äge

The effect of age on model parameters ror f^*.and p,,, was investigated considering

the 2od degree polynomial for f,o,and the exponential model for po",. coefficients of the

2"d degree polynomial betweenf,., and flow averaged for different age groups are shown

in Tables 4.12 ,otd 4.13 for inspiration and expiration, respectively. The results showed a

considerable shift ofl,., toward lower frequencies with age (Figure 4.2). However, there

was not a conclusive result for describing the relationship between age and, po,n.

Table 4-12- coefficients of the 2'd degree polyiomial relationship between/,* and flow
during inspiration.

Age group C1 Cz Cs

4-10 0.17 x0.73 0.2t0.9 0.02¡0.29

t0-13 0.69 x0.31 -0.19t 0.43 0.11t0.13

26-43 2.54 x0.51 1.56 t 0.51 0.35 t 0.1

Table 4.13. Coefficie¡rts of2od degree poll,nomial relationship betweenf,o. and flow
during expiration.

Age group C1 Ct Ct

4-10 1.5t 1.9 1.39x2.09 0.45 t 0.56

10- 13 1.9 x2.7 1.85t3.12 0.55 t 0.87

26-43 2.2+1.4 1.59t 1.04 0.38 t 0.23
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CHAPTER5

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

In this study several features of tracheal sound were investigated for the purpose of

estimating flow ûom tracheal sound. These features included the average power of

tracheal sound (P","), the envelope of the fifth coefficient of the wavelet tra¡sform ofthe

signal ('Ð,5) md -f^^,.f.*, and fp"or of tracheal sound spectrum. The relationship between

flow and the features were studied by considering a few models for each feature. Then

the better model representing the relationship between flow and a particular feafixe (p,"",

Eo5 or f.*) was selected for flow estimation. P,"" (dB) showed a strong linear relationship

with flow with the correlation coefficient about 0.9. The relationship between flow and

Po,n was best described with an exponential model, which is also in agreement with the

results reported in [Yap & Moussavi, 2002]. rn this study po,," was calculated over

fiequency band 150-450 Hz, as this range was reported to be the best frequency range for

flow estimation in terms of the estimation error [yap & Moussavi, 2002].

Among the frequency-based features, only f^*had a considerable relationship with

flow. This relationship could be described with either a 2nd degree polynomial or an

exponential model. The correlation coefficient for the exponential model was about 0.7.

A previous research [Lessard & wong, 1986] showed that a direct linear relationship

existed between fo,* and flow in the range 0.25 Lis to 0.75 Lis but it leveled off as the

flow increased beyond 0.75 L/s. However, the results of this study have shown that a2"d

degree polynomial or an exponential model describes the relationship between flow a¡d

f** with a much smaller MSE than the linear model. It must be noted that only the mean

of upper 75Yo of the flow and its corresponded hacheal sound was used for modeling in



this study. The aforementioned study dìd not mention what percentage of target flow was

considered. Ifone approximates the 2nd degree polynomiai or exponential modei -used in

this study- with a piecewise linear model, similar results ca¡ be concluded as reported in

[Lessard & Wong, 1986]. This implies that the rate of changes ofl.,, with flow becomes

smaller at higher flow rates, i.e. above 2 L/s (Figure 4.2).

None of the previous studies had conside¡ed the wavelet transform coefficients of

the tracheal sound as potential features for flow estimation. In this study, one-

dimensional continuous wavelet transform of tracheal sound was calculated using db4

wavelet. The first coefficients of wavelet transform which correspond to lower scales,

show rapidly changing details, while the last coefficients display coarse features of the

signal. In this study the envelope of the fìfth coefficient of the wavelet transform, ¿"s,

was selected for investigating its relationship with flow. The envelope of this coefûcient

demonstrates the overall trend ofthe tracheal sound sigrral while keeping high frequency

changes. Among the models we investigated; the best model describing the relationship

between flow and E 5 was found to be in the form of power relationship model, with a

cor¡elation coefficient of 0.92 be|ween log(E o) and, log(Iow).

After selecting the features of tracheal sound in relation to flow, the models,

which had either higher coûelation coefficient or less MSE, were chosen for flow

estimation. The selected models were exponential model using Po,n,2ñ ðegree

polynomial model usingf,* and power modei using .É',5.

A major d¡awback of the flow estimation methods is their dependency on

calib¡ation part. Given the vast difference among the subjects, the model for flow

estimation for each subject must be calibrated, i.e., the model parameters must be derived
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from a few breaths with known flow. Previous reported methods fo¡ flow estimation

heavily rely on the calibration. The study using tracheal sound envelope [eue et a1,2002]

used 50% of the data for calib¡ation and training the model and the other 50%o for

estimation. úr addition, the flow rate was the same in their calibration set a¡rd test set. The

main problem that is challenging to solve is that when the flow rate changes, the model

pa¡ameters describing the relationship between hacheal sound feah¡re and flow change

too. Hence if the model's parameters are derived from a certain flow rate, it gives a high

error when used to estimate a flow rate out of the range of the calibrated flow. This tlpe

of error is addressed as underestimation/overestimatìon enor. The other recent study,

which used the average power of tracheal sound with an exponential model to estimate

flow [Yap & Moussavi, 2002], assumed that a copy of each target flow of the test set to

be estimated is available in the calibration set. Therefo¡e, they were able to adjust the

model parameters automatically for the three different target flows. They used the same

exponential model used in this study. However, they modified the model by a scalìng

factor. The scalìng factor was in the form of a ratio between the average power of the

segment that its co¡respondent flow was being estimated and the average power of the

base segments which were used to derive the model parameters:

p
Scaling factor: ¡--::r:-¡k, 5.i

where a is a constant that was determined from the few known breath sounds with flow

that they assumed to be available for calibration. For example, ifthe model parameters, c/

ard c2, were derived from medium target flow, Ã consisting of k¡o* and k¡¡r¡ waS

determined by minimizing the error using two known breaths at low and high flow rates,

respectively. Therefore, that study assumed that a couple of copies of each target flow
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were available at the calibration stage. with this technique, they achieved a low

estimation e¡ror of less than 6% [Yap & Moussavi, 2002]. However, it should be noted

that the low estimatìon error was due to the existence of the replicas of the every target

flow of the test set during the calibration stage.

It has been observed that the model palameters are diffe¡ent fo¡ different flow

rates. A scaling factor in the form of a ratio between p6o," and p,,g.-, without using the

exponent Ã could be used if a linear relationship between the model parameters and

log(P*) or P,u" existed. Such possibìlity was also investigated in this study. However,

the change of model parameters as a result of change of target flow was not found to be

consistent between the subjects. Therefore, we did not use scaling factor to adjust the

model to different flow ¡ates. Instead, two different calibration approaches were used. In

both approaches it was assumed that one breath cycle of each of the low, tidal, medium

and high target flows can be available fo¡ calibration. However, the test set consisted of

flow rates out of the range of calibration as well. In approach I of calibration, one set of

the model pararnete¡s was derived from the four calibration breath cycles, while in

approach II of calibration, four sets of model p¿¡'ameters were derived from the one

breath cycle at every flow rate and then the data of the test set was divided into four

diffe¡ent low, tidal, medium and high flow rates blindly of the flow using Eo5 and a

th¡eshold as described in chapter 3.

The estimation error using calibration approach I was the ieast (1 4 + 'l % and 2l t 12

oz for inspiration and expiration, respectively) when È',5 was used for estimation with the

power model. However, using calibration approach II, the exponential model emplolng

Po,, was superìor with an average er¡or of 9+ 3 yo and, r0+ 4 yo for inspiration and
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explration, respectively. Although we used the same model as the one used in [yap and

Moussavi, 20021for P'," and flow, the ¡esults ofthis study indicated higher error. using a

wider range of flow is one reason, as data of Group I included low flow, which would

lead to a high error. Dividing the tracheal sound to different target flow regions blind of

flow by thresholding the E 5 signal, could be another cause of the higher error.

As an alternative to parametric methods for flow estimation, adaptive filters and

Neural Networks were also investigated as nonparametric methods. since there was a

linea¡ relationship between flow and log(p","), and it resulted ìn a lower erro¡ of flow

estimation in parametric methods of flow estimati on, log(p",) was used as the input of

the adaptive filters, while the flow of the calibration stage was used as the desired

response. For each target flow, a different adaptive filter was used (calibration approach

II). Adaptive filters of the first, third, fifth and seventh order were used in this study. The

estimation e'ror was least for third order filter which was 10+ 3 %o and 1lx4 %;o îor

inspiration and expiration, respectively. This shows that there is a correiation between the

delayed flow and tracheal sound average power but this correlation decreases with delays

greater than one-sixth of the length of inspiration /expiration cycle (about 20 samples).

From the features that were studied in this study, p*", Eos, f_., that showed a

considerable relationship with flow, were used as the inputs of Neural Networks. Neural

Networks did not give any stable results. Estimation effor varied from 'l%o to 5l% for

different trials. The reason is probabiy due to the fact that the training data were about

one-fifth of the test data.

It was observed that using all methods, the error was decreasing when target flow

increased. There is a threshold flow, which needs to be exceeded so that breath sounds
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can be recognized, and at very low flow rates, i.e., lower than 0.3 Lis, the breath sound

amplitude does not exceed the background noise (Figure 5.1). This is the reason why all

methods lead to very high error for low flow rate.
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Figure 5.1. Average PSD oflow flow (solid line) and background noise (dotted line).

Overall, among different investigated methods and features, the exponential

model using P"", with calibration approach II was superior with the least error oî9+3 o/o

and l0+4 % for inspiration and expiration, respectively. Adaptive filtering method

using log(Po,") was second with an acceptable er¡or of 10+3 % anð, 11!4 Vo for

inspiration and expiration, respectively. Comparing these with those reported in other

studies [Que et a1.,2002, Soltfflet et al., 1990], the er¡or of the suggested methods in this

study was much less although a wider range of flow and a much smaller set of breath for

calibration were used.
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Our results on aging effect on /,'* showed that for any target f7ow, f-* is

decreasing with age. This result is indirectly in agreement with the findings reported in

[Sanchez & Pasterkamp, 1993] that ar;ralyzed tracheal sounds in children and adults and

found that children with the shorter tracheal lengths had a higher cutoff frequency. They

caiculated the quartiie frequencies below which 25% (Q1),50% (Q2) a¡d 75% (Q3) of

the power in the range of 50 to 2000 Hz was contained, and the spechal edge frequency

(SE) below whtch 95T;o of the power was found. Above 200 Hz, the cutoff frequency (f,,1)

was determined after smoothìng indivídual spectrum as the lowest frequency beyond

which the power dropped more than 6 dBl200 Hz They found that children had

considerably higher frequencies (Q1, Q2, Q3, SE and f,,) than adults and furthermore,

these parameters were inversely correlated with height (r=-0.88). There a¡e also similar

results reported in [Coleman & Schechter, 1991]. They observed sound spechal

characteristics in a physical model of the upper cenÍal airways, using varying lengths of

a clear plastic pipe and found that natural resonances of longer tubes were lower than

those of shorter tubes. As it is discussed in [Sanchez & Pasterkamp, 1993] this is

probably an indication that the spectral peak may reflect resonance within the central

airway.

The motivation behind this ¡esearch was to investigate flow-sound relationship

thoroughly in order to develop a robust method for flow estimation from hacheal

respiratory sound. The thesis contribution in the field offlow estimation was that average

power of tracheal sound could be successfully used for estimating flow employing

parametric methods and also adaptive filters.
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CHAPTER.6

FUTURE WORK

The results of this thesis confirmed that the exponential moder using average power

of t¡acheal sound was the better model to estimate flow. Second best model was using

adaptive filters while the input was again the average power of the tracheal sound.

Therefore, in a sense, these two techniques were similar in their model. These results are

encouraging to continue research on flow estimation as an altemative for conventional

flow measu¡ement. since the subjects may occasionally swalrow during the respiratory

assessment, the current techniques must be used with a swallowing detectìon algorithm

so that the swailow segments a¡e detected and removed.

In addition, there is room for improvement in the signar acquisition part. Lower

er¡ors would be obtained using a higher quality trachear sound with row noises and

artifacts.

one of the disadvantages of this study is that data from four different target flows

were used in calibration. In practical sitr¡ations it may not be possible to have diverse

target flows during calibration especially when studying yorurg ch dren or patients with

neurological impairment. However as the relationship between flow and tracheal sound

features -used in this study- changes with target florr, further investigation is needed to

find a more robust method of flow estimation.

From the statistical point of view, when average powff of tracheal sound is

calculated, only changes in variance of hacheal sound signal is being considered. Further

studies may consider features, which incorporate higher order statisticar properties of the

signal.
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